Chip’s ‘Easy As’ Toe Up Socks
I was not very keen on knitting socks. They never fitted properly once I’d knitted them, and I always
somehow or other managed to either run out of yarn or have loads left.
Then I discovered a ‘toe up’ pattern. You knitted the socks to fit your foot as you went, then carried on
knitting to the height you wanted (or the yarn ran out). But there were a couple of techniques on the
original pattern that I didn’t get along with.
So I decided to put my own pattern together, using my favourite techniques. There are ‘Youtube’ videos
out there for most of the techniques I use, so if you struggle, go search for one. Or find a technique that
suits you!
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Sock Basics
What you need





Yarn – 100g for 1 pair of adult socks
Circular Knitting Needles – 2 to 3.25 mm for 4 ply (sport) or 3.25 to 4.5 for Double Knitting (light
worsted)
1 wool / tapestry needle (for finishing)
2 stitch markers (optional)

The best yarn for day socks is 4ply (sport) weight sock yarn. This will be sheep or alpaca, with a small
amount of nylon to make it harder wearing. For night socks, I use 100% Alpaca double knitting (light
worsted).
The amount of yarn will depend on the size of the socks you knit. For an average adult, allow 100g.
I have never found double pointed needles easy, so I always use circular needles. We’ll be using the Magic
Loop technique to knit our socks, so use needles that are at least 80 cm long. If you’re feeling really
adventurous, you can knit two socks at the same time. However, I always seem to get my yarn tangled and
spend too much time sorting it out, so I don’t bother.
Generally, use a small diameter needle to give a nice tight tension.

Tension
Knit a small tension sample of about 20 stitches x 10 rows, to give yourself a rough idea of the number of
stitches to the 2 centimeter for your chosen yarn and needles.

Abbreviations
K

Knit

P

Pearl

M1

Make 1 stitch. Do this by picking up the horizontal yarn on the row below and putting 1
twist in it.

Sts

stitches

W&TK

Wrap & Turn Knitwise - slip next stitch purl wise, put yarn to front, slip stitch back onto left
hand needle, put yarn to back, turn work.

W&TP

Wrap & Turn Purlwise - slip next stitch purl wise, put yarn to back, slip stitch back onto left
hand needle, put yarn to front, turn work.

PM

Place Marker
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Finishing

Element of a Sock

Sew in any ends with the tapestry needle.

There are five elements to a sock; toe, foot, heel, leg, top. Each part taken on its own is easy to knit, and
each can use different techniques. If you don’t like the technique I use then find one that suits you.

Internet Links and Acknowledgements
My starting inspiration for this sock pattern came from two main sources;
Lifestyle Toe Up Socks – No Swatch Needed (Charisa Martin Cairn) – from Ravelry.com
Just Your Basic Baby Socks (Patti Pierce Stone) – from Ravelry.com

The notes refer to the following techniques:

Judy Becker’s Magic Cast On
Printed instructions - http://knitty.com/ISSUEspring06/FEATmagiccaston.html
Video including Magic Loop (continental style) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T89N6C_H0vg
Video including Magic Loop (UK style) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GV9UaFgZ6Q0

Short row heel with wrap and turn
Printed instructions - http://www.thechillydog.com/2016/11/knitting-wrap-and-turn-short-row-heels.html

Toe

Video (continental style) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WNdZOhYF5V0

Looking straight down on our foot, we’re going to knit a flat-topped wedge for our toes.

Video (UK style) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Os1aDRdI_w

Measure across the widest part of your foot then divide by three. This is approximately how wide we want
the flat top to be.

Jeny’s surprisingly stretchy bind off
Printed instructions - http://knitty.com/ISSUEfall09/FEATjssbo.php
Video (continental style) – https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XuEvgZ69JeM
Video (UK style) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=53Mtbkyf5CQ

Knit two socks at the same time
Video (continental style) - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z1XWE7IRC0Q
Although this video shows a continental style knitter, the casting on is the same, regardless of your own
technique. Just swop to your own style for row 1 onwards… It also shows a slightly different way of casting
on with the Judy Becker Cast On. Well worth a watch!
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From your tension sample, work out approximately how many stitches are needed for the flat top. (you
don’t have to be accurate!) WRITE THIS NUMBER DOWN.
Using Judy Becker’s Magic Cast On technique (see internet links at the back of this pattern), cast on the
number of stitches needed for the flat top on EACH needle on the circular knitting needles (so if you
worked out you needed 10 stitches, you’ll end up with 20 stitches – 10 on each needle).
Judy’s instructions use the Magic Loop technique for circular knitting; if you’re struggling then there are
some more internet links at the back of this pattern.
Round 1 – knit 1 round, as per Judy Becker’s Magic Cast On instructions, making sure to knit into the BACK
of the stitch on the second needle, to take the twist out of the stitches.
Round 2 – Needle 1 - K1, M1, knit to one stitch from the end, M1, K1. PM. Needle 2 - K1, M1, knit to one
stitch from the end, M1, K1. PM. (note – markers are optional)
Round 3 – knit 1 round, transferring markers if you are using them.
REPEAT rounds 2 and 3 until the toe of the sock is as wide as your foot. (this will be approximately 3 times
the number of stitches that you started with – but the fit is more important than the number)

Working on just the stitches on the needle for the bottom of the foot:
Decrease heel
Row 1 – K to last stitch. W&TK.
Row 2 – P to last stitch. W&TP.
Row 3 – K to stitch before last W&TK. W&TK.

Foot
Knit in the round with no increases or decreases until the sock is as long as your own foot to the back of
your instep.
You can knit any pattern you like on the top of the sock, but leave the bottom in stocking stitch, for
comfort.

Row 4 – P to stitch before last W&TP. W&TP.
Continue with rows 3 & 4 until you have the same number of stitches left to knit as the number you wrote
down for the flat top of the toe. End with a purl row.
Increase heel
Row 1 - slip just-wrapped stitch. k to last W&TK, W&TK (wrapped stitch will have 2 wraps).
Row 2 - slip just-wrapped stitch. p to last W&TP, W&TP (wrapped stitch will have 2 wraps).

Heel
This pattern uses a Wrap and Turn Short Row Heel. If you want, another style of short row heel could be

Row 3 – slip just wrapped stitch. K to last W&TK, K1, W&TK

used – it’s up to you 😊.

Row 4 – slip just wrapped stitch. P to last W&TP, P1, W&TP

The heel is worked on just the stitches on the underside of the foot. It is shaped by decreasing by one the
number of stitches knitted on each row (whilst keeping the unknitted stitches on the needle; they are not
cast off), then reversing the process by increasing by one the number of stitches knitted until all the
stitches are back in play.

Continue with rows 3 & 4 until all the stitches are back into play. End with a purl row.

To stop unnecessary small holes appearing along the centre line, we’re going to add a ‘wrap’ after each
final stitch knitted on a row. This binds the two halves of the heel together more tightly. (I see that one of
the videos I’ve chosen wrap slightly differently; it doesn’t matter – it’s the wrapping of the stitch that
matters.)

Knit in the round with no increases or decreases until the sock is as long as you want it to be, less 2cm.

I also find it handy to have a pen and paper available here, to keep a note of where I am in the increasing
and decreasing.
The front to the back of the heel will be about as long as the length of the toe.

Leg
You can knit any pattern you like.

Top
Knit in the round for 2cm (or more, if you prefer) with no increases or decreases in K1 P1 rib.
Bind/Cast Off using Jeny’s Surprisingly Stretchy Bind Off technique.
It’s important to use a stretchy bind/cast off technique, as it makes the sock easier to put on and take off.
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